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1 IntroductionConsider an implementation of a solution to �nding a limited set of solutions to the generalised eigenvalueproblem Ax = �Bx; A;B 2 Cn�n:If the dimension of this problem is very large and the matrices are sparse, then it can not be tackled using adirect solver, QR or QZ, due to time and memory limitations. Fortunately, in many cases such as in stabilityanalysis, people do not want to know all those solutions of their problem, but they need only a speci�c partof the spectrum. Therefore, a family of iterative methods has been derived that has the purpose to solvee�ciently this more speci�c problem.The solution that is probably best known, is the inverse iteration method. Inverse iteration is popularbecause it is well known, simple and robust, it has good convergence properties and it uses only a limited,prede�ned amount of memory. If the other iterative methods want to attain a comparable level of fame,then they must adopt some of these properties.For Arnoldi's method, this goal was achieved by the Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi method [20]. TheIRA method restarts the Arnoldi algorithm `automatically' when the memory reaches its bounds before itconverges and, by implementing an polynomial �lter, IRA corresponds more to inverse iteration, which makesit more robust. For the other methods, a similar e�ort has been done by di�erent authors, e.g. [6, 7, 9, 18].In this text, we review some properties of iterative eigenvalue solvers that are called orthogonal projectionmethods (OPM). These methods project the large eigenvalue problem on a small subspace, where directmethods are workable. In the �rst part of the text, we look at these methods, we show how they areconnected and how they di�er. We distinguish two general types of orthogonal projection methods. Thedistinction can be illustrated as follows :Suppose that y = x + �x and � = � + �� are good approximations for the eigenvalue and eigenvector(`good' means that �x and �� are small enough to neglect the product �� � �x in the following equations)that are computed from a k-dimensional subspace Vk. We call the residual vectorr(y) = Ay � �y = (A � �I)�x � ��x� ���x:Looking for the optimal update for y, the �rst type of methods assumes that �x = 0. Thus, (A � �I)�x ����x ' 0 and r(y) ' ��x. The vector that is added to the subspace Vk will be equal to r(y). This is theArnoldi approach. The second type of methods assumes that �� = 0 and it chooses the update for y to bean approximation of �x, computed from (A� �I)�x ' r(y);(since � is not known, another parameter is used). Some methods can perform these operations assumingexact arithmetic, other ones allow computational errors { we will refer to this by inexact or inaccuratearithmetic.In the second part of the text, we show how these methods can be restarted. We also show how thisrestart can be combined with an implicit �lter. Actually, we show why it is so hard to combine both theideas of �ltering and restarting for a solver that uses inexact arithmetic.The paper is structured as follows. In x1, we review the properties of projection matrices and their e�ecton the numerical rank of a matrix. x2 presents a general algorithm of an OPM. We show which eigen-value solvers (for the standard problem) are rank-conservative. x3 extends some results to the generalisedeigenvalue problem. x4 shows how di�erent OPM can be restarted explicitly and implicitly and how thisrestart can be combined with an implicit �ltering step. The restart algorithm is illustrated with a numericalexample. x5 closes the text with some conclusions.1.1 Finding eigenvalues with orthogonal projection methodsThe goal of iterative eigenvalue solvers is to produce an invariant subspace for a given matrix A or a givenmatrix pair (A;B). For the iterative method to be competitive with the `direct' eigenvalue solvers, such asQR, the dimension of this subspace must be (much) smaller than the dimension of the eigenproblem itself.An invariant subspace is represented by its orthonormal basis Vk = [v1; : : : ; vk], from which a number ofeigenvalues are easily computed. We call R (Vk) a k-dimensional invariant subspace of a matrix A ifAVk = VkHk; with Hk = V �k AVk 2 Ck�k: (1)2



If (�; z) is an eigenpair of Hk, then (�; Vkz) is an eigenpair of A. If Hk is reduced to upper triangular form,then (1) represents a partial Schur form of A [8].In practice however, the iterative methods compute only an approximate partial Schur formAVk = VkHk + Fk; with V �k Fk = 0: (2)We call Fk the residual term or residual for short. We expect that if kFkk is small, (2) will be a goodapproximation of (1) and the eigenvalues of Hk will be good approximations of eigenvalues of A. A methodthat generates such an equation is called an orthogonal projection method (OPM), since it projects the matrixA on the column space of Vk and computes the eigenvalues in this reduced space. More generally, we calleach algorithm that computes an equationAVkLk = VkKk +Gk; (3)with V �k Gk = 0 an OPM. We assume that Hk; Lk andKk always have full rank, so (2) and (3) are equivalent :Hk = KkL�1k . Nevertheless, we consider both forms, since Lk and Kk can have a special meaning, e.g. theycan collect the orthogonalisation coe�cients (see further). We also assume that Vk does not contain an exacteigenvector for the problem. If Vk would contain an eigenvector di�erent from the wanted solution, thenit must be removed from the subspace �rst. The eigenvalues � of Hk are called Ritz values of A and thecorresponding approximate eigenvectors y are called Ritz vectors, since their residuals are orthogonal to thesubspace Vk : r(y) = Ay � �y ? Vk. As de�ned in [13, 14, 19], we call �0 = � + ��1 a Harmonic Ritz value,if � is a Ritz value of (A� �I)�1, for some � 2 C. If Gk = (A� �I)Fk, with V �k Fk = 0, then(A � �I)�1Vk(Kk � �Lk) = VkLk + Fk:The eigenvalues of the small, generalised eigenvalue problem (Kk; Lk) can then be seen as Harmonic Ritzvalues ofA. The di�erence between Ritz and Harmonic Ritz values is not investigated here. We will not makethis distinction between them, we assume that the approximate eigenvalues are always computed accordingto the equation that they emerge from, i.e. as the eigenvalues of Hk or (Kk; Lk) respectively.For the generalised eigenvalue problem, the iterative methods buildAVk = BVkHk + Fk; with Hk = (V �k BVk)�1V �k AVk 2 Ck�k (4)or AVkLk = BVkKk + Gk; with V �k Gk = 0 or Gk = (A� �B)Fk: (5)1.2 Projection matricesThe analysis of orthogonal projection matrices will, not surprisingly, use projections. In this section, werecall some facts about the projection matrices that are applied in the following paragraphs. The propertiesof projection matrices will be used to show that the di�erence between the solutions of an OPM in exactarithmetic and the solutions that are found when rounding errors are allowed, is acceptably small.De�nition 1.1 Given a matrix P 2 Cn�n. P is called a projection matrix if PP = P. If P = P�, then Pis called an orthogonal projector. Otherwise, P is called an oblique projection matrix.If we apply P on the columns of a matrix Vk 2 Cn�k, then PVk is the projection of Vk on the columnspace of P. For an orthogonal projection matrix, PVk is orthogonal to (I �P)Vk. An orthogonal projectionmatrix of rank m can, using its singular value decomposition, always be written as P = QmQ�m, withQ�mQm = I. Qm then forms an orthogonal basis for the column space of P. Inversely, we will denote theprojection matrices that are generated by Qm byPQm = QmQ�m; P?Qm = I �PQm = I � QmQ�m:Analogously, an oblique projector matrix of rank m can be written as BQm(Q�mBQm)�1Q�m, for a certainB 2 Cn�n and PBQm = I � BQm(Q�mBQm)�1Q�m:Finally, we will denote more generally a matrix that projects a vector on the subspace orthogonal to thecolumns of a given matrix F by P?F , the corresponding oblique projector by PBF .Orthogonal projection methods are based on operations with projection matrices.3



De�nition 1.2 Given a matrix F 2 Cn�m with singular values �1; �2; : : : then de�nerank(F ) = #f�i j �i 6= 0g and de�ne rank(F; ") = #f�i j �i � "g:In order to understand the correspondence of an OPM to its numerical implementation, we show how aprojection matrix acts on the (numerical) rank of a matrix and on its singular values.Lemma 1.1 Given a matrix F 2 Cn�k of rank k , an orthogonal projector P and a vector f 2 Cn. Let�1 � �2 � : : : � �k be the singular values of F .1. If �01 � �02 � : : :� �0k are the singular values of PF , then �01 � �1; �02 � �2; : : : ; �0k � �k2. Given a vector v = Ft+ e for some t 2 Ck, with ktk = 1 and Pv = 0. If �p < kek, then �0p�1 < kek.Moreover, rank(PF; kek) � p.3. If �001 � : : : � �00k+1 denote the singular values of [F; f ], then�00k+1 � 1p1 + h�hkP?F fk�00i � ��i + kP?F fk�00i � q�2i + kfk2; i = 1; : : : ; kwhere h 2 Ck is de�ned by P?F f = f � Fh and � = 1 + khk .Proof See appendix A. 2Note that the conclusions of this lemma only hold for orthogonal projection matrices. When oblique pro-jectors are used, it is possible that kPBF fk � kfk. In practice, this will be merely an exception, but itkeeps us from drawing broad conclusions about the generalised eigenvalue problem, because the generalisedeigenvalue problem makes use of oblique projector matrices. The standard eigenvalue problem only needsorthogonal projectors. Consider some extremal cases of Lemma 1.1(3) :1. If f 2 R (F ) then kP?F fk = 0 and the matrix [F; f ] will have a new singular value that is equal tozero. If kP?F fk = " is small, then the new singular value will be at most equal to ". The other singularvalues will grow in proportion to kfk.2. If f ?R (F ) then h = 0. We then expect a new singular value that is equal to kfk. The other singularvalues do not change. If khk is small, then the new singular value will be approximately equal tokP?F fk ' kfk. The other singular values will not change much.3. If f 6? R (F ), but kfk is small, then the singular values will not grow much either. The new singularvalue will be approximately equal to kfk.Notation 1.1 In the continuation of this text, we will use the notation rk := Ayk � �kyk = Fkzk = P?ykAykfor the residual of the Ritz vector, and we de�ne the residual of an arbitrary vector u 2 Cn of unit length asr(u) = P?u Au = Au� (u�Au)u. Formally, we can thus write that Fk = r(Vk). The subscript of a matrix willalways refer to the iteration step in which it is computed (see further). Computations are organised suchthat this number also corresponds to the altering dimensions of the matrices : Fk 2 Cn�k; Hk 2 Ck�k, etc.The (i; j)-th element of a matrix is denoted by (�)i;j. The norm k � k that is used in this text, is the spectralnorm.2 Orthogonal Projection MethodsIn this section, we present the framework of the orthogonal projection methods [12] for solving eigenvalueproblems. We consider only the standard eigenvalue problem. We will give an extension to the generalisedproblem in the next section. However, it can already be seen that most conclusions are the same for bothproblems. Indeed, most eigenvalue solvers transform a generalised problem (A;B) into a standard onewith �A  (A � �B)�1B (the shift � may change in each iteration step), which makes this generalisationreasonable. 4



This section is structured as follows. First, we show how almost any iterative eigenvalue solver can beseen within the framework of orthogonal projection method. Then we prove a recurrence relation for theresidual Fk of these methods and we derive the class of rank conservative solvers, i.e. solvers for whichthe (numerical) rank of Fk does not grow. We show that the distinction between rank conservative solversand other solvers, approximately corresponds to the distinction between iterative solvers that assume exactarithmetic and other solvers.2.1 A template for the general OPMLet us specify more precisely what is meant with an OPM. A distinctive way is to give an algorithm thatcovers any OPM. We underline that this template is far from an algorithm in pseudo code that is ready-to-implement. It only shows which entries must be computed to �nd a solution and at what stage of thealgorithm that they can be computed. For many problems, these matrices come for `free' and they must notbe computed explicitly as shown.Algorithm 1 Orthogonal Projection Method (template)1. Given A; B; V1 = [v1]; kv1k = 12. For k = 1; 2; 3; : : :2.1. Hk = (V �k BVk)�1V �k AVk2.2. Fk = AVk �BVkHk2.3. Compute (�k ; zk) from Hkzk = �kzk2.4. yk  Vkzk2.5. If convergence then exit2.6. Compute wk2.7. vk+1  P?Vkwk=kP?Vkwkk2.8. Vk+1  [Vk; vk+1]Since the orthogonality of Vk is used implicitly, we must take care that this property is always true { toworking precision. Therefore, reorthogonalisation must be considered [3]. There are di�erent possibilities tocheck the convergence at step 2.5., depending on the individual method. Most commonly, a measure for theresidual norm kr(yk)k = kAyk � �Bykk is used.All OPMs are equivalent, except for the computation of the vector wk. If the computation of wk is doneexactly by an algorithm that is �xed before the start of the OPM, then the subspace Vk and the approximateeigenvalue �, only depend on the starting vector v1. Such an OPM is called an exact OPM. If wk is computed,allowing large (random) errors, then the method is called inexact. For example, if wk is found accuratelyas the solution of a linear system using Gaussian elimination, then the method can be called exact. If thesame system is approximately solved iteratively, then the method will be inexact.Example 2.1 Many well known iterative methods for solving eigenvalue problems can be �tted into thisscheme.� Arnoldi's method [1] : If we choose wk = Avk, then we get Arnoldi's method. The matrix Hkis upper Hessenberg and its k-th column hk contains the orthogonalisation coe�cients of the k-thiteration step : wk = Vk+1hk. Moreover, Fk = [0 � � � 0 fk] and fk = �vk+1. The next vector in theArnoldi iteration is equal to the residual of equation (2) { which is called the Arnoldi equation. If A issymmetric, then Hk is a tridiagonal matrix and the method is the symmetric Lanczos procedure [10].� RKS [15, 17, 16] : If we choose wk = (A��kI)�1Vktk, with tk 2 Ck some continuation vector, we getthe Rational Krylov sequence method (RKS). RKS corresponds to an OPM that builds equation (3),where Lk contains the orthogonalisation coe�cients and Kk = Lkdiag(�i)+Tk is an upper Hessenbergmatrix. Tk is the upper triangular matrix that collects the continuation vectors. As for the Arnoldialgorithm, Gk only contains one non-zero column, but Gk = (A � �kI)Fk, with V �k Fk = 0. For RKS,the subdiagonal elements of Lk will always be non-zero { unless the method has converged.� Davidson [2, 4] : If we choose wk = (A � �kI)�1(A � �kI)yk = (A � �kI)�1rk, then Algorithm 1corresponds to Davidsons method. The Davidson method is well suited for use with an inexact linearsystem solver. If the system (A � �kI)wk = rk is solved exactly, then this method corresponds to anextended RKS method and rank(Fk) = 1. If the linear system is solved inexactly, e.g. with an iterativemethod, then rank(Fk) > 1. 5



� Jacobi-Davidson [19] : If wk is computed as P?yk(A � �kI)P?ykwk = �(A � �kI)yk , by use of aniterative system solver, then the OPM is the Jacobi-Davidson algorithm. This method is a variationon the Davidson method. A short comparison between both methods can be found in [12]. Notice thatfor both Davidson variants, Hk is no longer an upper Hessenberg matrix.� All these methods can also �nd solutions for the generalised eigenvalue problem, computing wk =(A� �B)�1Bu or wk = (A � �B)�1(A� �B)u.2.2 Rank-conservative eigenvalue solversThe subspace Vk depends directly on the computation of the wk. As for the Arnoldi algorithm, thesecomputations can often be written as a recurrence relation. The same can be done for the residual. Inthis section, we prove the relation between subsequent residuals of an OPM. Using this relation, we showthat many solvers have the property that the rank of their residual is one. These solvers are called rankconservative. The condition for a method to be rank conservative yields to a framework in which most OPMs�t (at least all methods of Example 2.1).Theorem 2.1 Following Algorithm 1, we have for the standard eigenvalue problemFk+1 = P?Vk+1 � Fk r(vk+1) � : (6)Proof At step k of Algorithm 1, (2) can be decomposed intoA � Vk vk+1 � = � Vk vk+1 � � Hk hch�r � � + � �Fk fk+1 �with V �k+1 �Fk = 0 and V �k+1fk+1 = 0. Splitting this equation, results infk+1 = Avk+1 � �vk+1 � Vkhc = (Avk+1 � �vk+1)� VkV �k Avk+1 = (I � VkV �k )(Avk+1 � �vk+1)�Fk = (AVk � VkHk)� vk+1h�r = (AVk � VkHk)� vk+1v�k+1AVk = (I � vk+1v�k+1)(AVk � VkHk):Hence, we get Fk+1 = � P?vk+1Fk P?Vkr(vk+1) � = P?Vk+1 � Fk r(vk+1) � 2De�nition 2.1 If for an OPM, based on Algorithm 1, it holds that for any eigenvalue problem rank(Fk+1) �rank(Fk), then the method is called rank-conservative. If, for any standard eigenvalue problem, rank(Fk+1; ") �rank(Fk; "0), with "0 = O("), then the method is called "-rank conservative.From Theorem 2.1, we derive a condition (for the standard eigenvalue problem) that a rank conservativesolver must ful�ll.Proposition 2.2 In exact arithmetic, it holds that rank(Fk+1) � rank(Fk) i�r(vk+1) 2 R (Fk) [R (Vk) or vk+1 2 R (Fk) :Numerically, we can say that if kP?FkP?Vkr(vk+1)k < " or kP?Fkvk+1k < ";then there exists a "0 = O(") such that rank(Fk+1; "0) < rank(Fk; ").Proof Since Theorem 2.1 shows that Fk+1 = [P?vk+1Fk P?Vkr(vk+1)], the rank of this matrix will notgrow if P?Vkr(vk+1) 2 R (Fk) or if rank(P?vk+1Fk) = rank(Fk) � 1. The �rst condition is true if r(vk+1) 2R (Fk) [R (Vk), the second one holds if vk+1 2 R (Fk).Using Lemma 1.1, we can prove the second part. Say �1 � �2 � : : : are the singular values of Fk and�01 � �02 � : : : are the singular values of [Fk P?Vkr(vk+1)]. Combining the �rst condition with Lemma 1.1,gives �0k+1 � kP?FkP?Vkr(vk+1)k < "�i < "; then �i � ��i + kP?FkP?Vkr(vk+1)k � (�+ 1)" = "0:Thus, rank(Fk+1; "0) � rank([Fk P?Vkr(vk+1)]; ") � rank(Fk; "). The proof is completed by noticing that ifvk+1 = Fkh+ "u, with kuk = 1 and khk = O(1), then Lemma 1.1 can be applied : if we set "0 = khk", thenrank(P?vk+1Fk; "0) � rank(Fk; ") � 1. 26



Proposition 2.2 divides the set of rank conservative solvers into two di�erent types. First, there is theArnoldi type algorithm for which vk+1 2 R (Fk). This condition corresponds to setting wk  AVktk, forsome vector tk.The second type is a RKS or Davidson type algorithm. These methods compute vk+1 such that r(vk+1) 2R (AVk)[R (Vk). In order to compute vk+1 (even implicitly) from r(vk+1), these methods will need to solvea linear system.2.3 The set of rank-conservative eigenvalue solversThere are two major possibilities to compute vk+1 in each step of Algorithm 1. Arnoldi's method uses matrixvector products to �nd extremal eigenvalues for the problem. The matrix can be preconditioned in severalways, e.g. by shifting and inverting it. The second possibility is to generalise the idea of shift and invert.All these methods are rank conservative, as is shown in the Proposition 2.3.Proposition 2.3 At step 2.6. of Algorithm 1, wk ful�lls(�kA� �kI)wk = Vkpk + Fkqk = bk+1i� rank(Fk+1) � rank(Fk).Proof `)' : Suppose �k 6= 0. If wk = �vk+1 + Vktk, (� 6= 0), then de�ne L such thatAVk+1L = AVk+1 � I tk � 1�k tk0 � � = Vk+1 " Hk 1�k (pk �Hkqk + �ktk)0 ��k�k # + � Fk 0 � :Hence, Fk+1 = [Fk 0]L�1 and thus rank(Fk+1) = rank(Fk). If �k = 0, then vk+1 = � 1�k�Fkqk. FollowingProposition 2.2, the residual rank remains the same.`(' : This follows directly from Proposition 2.2. 2Proposition 2.3 shows that if a rank conservative eigenvalue solver is not an Arnoldi type method, thenit is equivalent to a RKS type process. The following proposition formulates the same condition for inexactalgorithms.Proposition 2.4 Given Algorithm 1, let at step k the system(A� �kI)ŵk = Vkpk + Fkqk = bk+1be solved inexactly such that sk+1 = bk+1 � (A � �kI)ŵk 6= 0. If kP?FkP?Vk+1skk � "kP?Vkŵkk, thenrank(Fk+1; "0) � rank(Fk; "), with "0 = O("), i.e. the method is "0-rank conservative .Proof Say � = v�k+1Avk+1 and ŵk = Vkt+ �vk+1, thenr(vk+1) = Avk+1 � �vk+1 = 1� (bk+1 � sk � Vk(Hk � �I)t � Fkt) + (�k � �)vk+1kP?FkP?Vkr(vk+1)k = kP?FkP?Vk+1r(vk+1)k = 1�kP?FkP?Vk+1skk � ":Using Proposition 2.2, this proves the theorem. 2Example 2.2 We illustrate the di�erence between rank-conservative eigenvalue solvers and "-rank-conservativesolvers with a small example of the RKS method.We constructed a 100 � 100 bidiagonal matrix A, setting (A)i;i = �i and (A)i;i+1 = 1. We computethe rightmost eigenvalue � = �1 using Algorithm 1. The starting vector is v1 = [0:1; 0:1; : : : ; 0:1]� andvk+1 is computed from wk = (A � �kI)vk, where �1 = 1 and �i = �i, for i > 1. The approximation �i iscomputed as the rightmost eigenvalue of Hk. The linear systems are solved with Gaussian elimination. It iswell known that the systems will only be solved with a (relative) error proportional to the condition numberof the matrix, i.e. relative to kA� �kIkk(A� �kI)�1k. The error will be large when the method converges.This e�ect is illustrated in Table 1. The table shows for iteration step 4 to 8 the error on the eigenvalue, theresidual norm and the absolute error on the solved system. It also displays the three largest singular valuesof Fk. In theory, this RKS method is rank conservative. In this example, the second singular value of theresidual can not be neglected when the method converges.The second part of the table shows what happens when we �x the shift �k = �5 for k > 5. The quadraticconvergence is lost, but the convergence rate is very high. The second singular value of Fk remains of order1e�12. If we set " = 1e�11, then the "-rank of Fk is one.7



k j�k � �j kAyk � �kyk k(A� �kI)wk � vkk �1 �2 �34 3:8e�1 7:7e�1 1:5e�16 2:7e+1 5:5e�14 1:0e�145 1:2e�3 7:5e�2 5:9e�14 2:6e+1 8:3e�14 1:4e�146 2:3e�7 1:1e�5 3:1e�11 2:5e+1 3:0e�12 1:1e�147 2:2e�15 2:2e�13 2:2e�3 2:5e+1 1:8e�9 9:4e�138 1:2e�16 1:0e�14 3:0e�2 2:5e+1 7:1e�2 5:2e�106 2:3e�7 1:0e�5 4:3e�15 2:5e+1 3:0e�12 1:0e�147 9:4e�12 1:2e�9 1:3e�15 2:5e+1 5:6e�12 5:7e�148 2:1e�15 1:1e�13 4:6e�15 2:5e+1 8:0e�12 1:2e�13Table 1: Using RKS with shift �k = �k gives quadratic convergence, but a residual with large rank. Thesecond part shows RKS with a �xed shift (�k = �5 for k > 5). The convergence is slower but the residualrank remains one.3 The generalised eigenvalue problemThe properties that we showed in Section 2 hold for the standard eigenvalue problem. Most of these propertiesalso hold for the generalised eigenvalue problem, however there are some di�erences. The main di�erencelies in the fact that the generalised eigenvalue problem uses oblique projectors. If the matrix B is symmetricand positive (semi-)de�nite, then this correspondence could be totally carried out. One could then use theB-inner product, de�ned as vBw = v�Bw [11]. The basis Vk is then B-orthogonal and the residual has theform BFk.If we do not use B-orthogonality, then the recurrence relation (6) becomes somewhat complicatedFk+1 = � PBvk+1(Fk +BVk�Hk) PBVk(r(vk+1) + ��Bvk+1) � ; (7)with � = (v�k+1Bvk+1)�1(v�k+1Avk+1) and�Hk = Hk � �Hk+1 and �� = �� (Hk+1)k+1;k+1:where �Hk+1 is equal to the k � k leading submatrix of Hk+1.The generalised condition of Proposition 2.2 is not providing much useful information. One could askwhether an Arnoldi-like algorithm is possible for the generalised eigenvalue problem that only uses matrixvector products. From (7), it can be seen that such an algorithm computes vk+1 such thatBvk+1 2 R (Fk + BVk�Hk) :In order to compute vk+1, from Fk and BVk, a linear system with the matrix B must be solved.There is a simple extension of Proposition 2.3. A straightforward adaption of the proof says thatrank(Fk+1) � rank(Fk) if (A� �kB)wk = BVkpk + Fkqk;for some �k; pk; qk.4 Filtering and restarting of an OPMIn practice, we cannot assume that Algorithm 1 will converge in a predictable amount of steps. Furthermore,if several eigenvalues must be found, then the number of iteration steps that the algorithm needs in orderto �nd them all, will likely exceed an acceptable amount. A restarting procedure for relation (2) must beconsidered. A di�erent reason for restarting the Arnoldi relation (for the generalised eigenvalue problem) wasformulated in [11] : if the problem has an in�nite eigenvalue, then spurious approximations of this in�niteeigenvalue can pop up and bring about wrong results. The �ltering property of the Implicitly restartedArnoldi [20] algorithm can be used to �lter away these spurious eigenvalues. In [6], it is shown how therestarting of the Arnoldi equation can be generalised to the RKS equation. A di�erent restarting procedure,based on the Schur decomposition of Hk for the Jacobi-Davidson algorithm is proposed in [7]. In this section,we will consider these two related procedures for an arbitrary OPM.When we use the word restarting, we mean the reduction of equation (4) to an equationAV +k�p = V +k�pH+k�p + F+k�p or AV +k�pL+k�p = BV +k�pK+k�p +G+k�p (8)8



with V +k�p; F+k�p; G+k�p 2 Cn�k�p and H+k�p; K+k�p; L+k�p 2 Ck�p�k�p. If these are matrices that couldhave been generated by the same OPM, using a new starting vector v+1 , then we call this operation animplicit restart. Otherwise, the equation is restarted explicitly. An implicitly restart procedure, often canbe seen as a �ltering procedure. Suppose that B is nonsingular, then after the �ltering steps, the new basisV +k�p contains a �ltered version of the old basis Vk or Vk�p,V +k�p =  (B�1A)Vk�p;where  (B�1A) is a polynomial or a rational function that depends on the restart algorithm.4.1 Reducing the OPM relationConsidering the reduction of equation (4) or (5) to an equation of lower dimension (8). There are twopossible ways to follow. Both methods perform �rst an orthogonal transformation on the subspace basis Vk.The �rst method then multiplies both sides of the equations with a matrix Z that is constructed such thatthe emerging rest term becomes zero. The second method hides this term in the residual Fk.Proposition 4.1 Given a set of matrices Vk+1; Kk+1; Lk+1; Gk+1 that ful�ll (5). Say rank(Gk+1) = land Gk+1 = gr�, g 2 Cn�l; r 2 Ck+1�l. If Q 2 Ck+1�k is an orthogonal matrix, q 2 Ck+1 a vector of unitlength that is orthogonal to Q : q�Q = 0, and Z 2 Ck+1�k is a full rank matrix such that(a) q�Kk+1Z = 0 = q�Lk+1Z or(b) q�Kk+1 = gKr� and q�Lk+1 = gLr�; gK ; gL 2 C1�lthen with V +k = Vk+1Q, K+k = Q�Kk+1Z, L+k = Q�Lk+1Z and (a) G+k = Gk+1Z or (b) G+k = Gk+1Z +wr�Z, AV +k L+k = BV +k K+k + G+k :Moreover, rank(G+k ) � lProof Since QQ� + qq� = I, multiplication of (5) with Z givesAVk+1QQ�Lk+1Z + AVk+1qq�Lk+1Z| {z }0 j AVk+1gLr�Z = BVk+1QQ�Kk+1Z + BVk+1qq�Kk+1Z| {z }0 j BVk+1gKr�Z +Gk+1Z| {z }gr�Z :Thus, w = BVk+1gK �AVk+1gL and clearly rank(G+k ) � l. 2Because the reduction of the OPM relation is an operation that happens independently of the matrixpair (A;B), the same operation must hold for all possible matrix pairs that �t into the relation. Therefore,the conditions of Proposition 4.1 are in practice necessary and su�cient conditions for restarting an OPM.The two ways to restart an OPM are clear from the proof : the �rst solution is constructed in such a waythat the `residual' wr�Z of the restart is equal to zero. The second solution makes this residual of the sameform as the original residual. Both solutions result in a new residual with the same rank as the non-restartedone.(a) Reduction with Schur vectorsIn the explicit approach, we can make use of the generalised Schur decomposition of the matrices Kk andLk . This decomposition computes a set of orthogonal matrices Qk; Zk 2 Ck�k, such that Q�kKkZk = TKand Q�kLkZk = TL, with triangular matrices TK ; TL 2 Ck�k. If we multiply (5) on the right by Zk, thenAVkQkQTkLkZk = BVkQkQTkKkZk + FkZkAVkQkTL = BVkQkTK + FkZk:If FkZk = 0, then this would be a partial Schur decomposition of (A;B). We set VkQk = V +k and denote byV +k�p the same matrix, but restricted to its �rst k � p columns. Because of the upper triangular form of TKand TL , the relation can easily be reduced to (8) by deleting the last p columns. If Qk can be computede�ciently such that the wanted information is collected in the �rst k � p columns of V +k , then the restartmay be expected to give good results. We expect also that rank(Fk) = rank(F+k�p).Obviously, the matrices involved in this restarting procedure can also be found without using a Schurdecomposition. 9



Lemma 4.2 Given matrices Vk+1; Kk+1; Lk+1; Gk+1 as in Proposition 4.1. Let yi = Vk+1Lk+1zi; i =1; : : : ; k + 1 be the Ritz pairs of the problem. De�ne the matrices Q and Z such that Q is orthogonal andR (Z) = R (z1; : : : ; zm�1; zm+1; : : : ; zk+1) and R (Q) = R ([Lk+1Z; u]) ; u�Lk+1 = 0;then V +k = Vk+1Q, K+k = Q�Kk+1Z, L+k = Q�Lk+1Z and G+k = Gk+1Z de�ne an OPM relation that hasthe same Ritz vectors, except for ym.Proof We only have to prove that q�Kk+1Z = 0 = q�Lk+1Z. Since there exist a matrix P for whichQP = Lk+1Z, q�Lk+1Z must be zero. Also, for all i 6= m, q�Kk+1zi = �iq�Lk+1zi = 0, which provesq�Kk+1Z = 0. 2(b) Implicit restarting based on a shifted QR decompositionIRA gives us another way to look at a restarting algorithm. Given a shift �, IRA combines the basis vectorsVk+1 of a Krylov subspace Kk+1(A; v1) to a new orthogonal basis of Kk(A; (A� �I)v1). Thus, it computesthe results V +k , H+k of an Arnoldi iteration with a new starting vector (A � �I)v1 in an implicit way. Thisimplicit multiplication does not come for free : the resulting basis will have a dimension k instead of k + 1,so we sacri�ce one Arnoldi step. This corresponds to the one matrix-vector multiplication that we `gain' bythe implicit restart.Suppose that we ran the Arnoldi algorithm to obtain Vk+1 and Hk+1 (which is a Hessenberg matrix)with a residual Fk+1 = fk+1e�k+1. Given a shift �, we can rewrite (4) as(A � �I)Vk+1 = Vk+1(Hk+1 � �I) + Fk+1= Vk+1QR+ Fk+1 = Vk+1 � Q1 q2 � � R1 r20 r3 �+ Fk+1;where Q is a square orthogonal upper Hessenberg matrix of size (k+ 1)� (k + 1) and R is upper triangularwith the same dimensions.1. If we delete the last column of both sides of the equation then the Fk+1 vanishes :(A � �I)Vk = Vk+1Q1R1 + 0) Vk+1Q1 = (A� �I)VkR�11 :We will de�ne the new basis V +k = Vk+1Q1.2. On the other hand, if we multiply the equation from the right by Q1, we get an equation similar to(4) : (A � �I)Vk+1 = Vk+1Q1 � R1 r2 �Q1 + Vk+1q2 � 0 r3 �Q1 + Fk+1Q1= V +k (H+k � �I) + F+k ;with H+k = � R1 r2 �Q1 + �I = Q�1Hk+1Q1F+k = Vk+1 � 0 q2r3 �Q1 + Fk+1Q1:So, because Q1 2 C(k+1)�k is upper Hessenberg, F+k inherits the form of Fk+1 :F+k = � 0 � � � 0 f+k � ) rank (Fk) = 1:It is easy to see that H+k is upper Hessenberg. Thus, the matrices V +k , H+k , F+k can be seen as if they weregenerated by an Arnoldi process with a di�erent starting vector. The restarting process can be repeateduntil the dimension of Vk has decreased down to a satisfying level.One of the advantages of this method is that we can chose the subsequent shifts � to be equal to the`unwanted' eigenvalues of Hk, i.e. to the eigenvalues of Hk that approximate eigenvalues of A that we donot want to compute. The implicit multiplication with (A � �I) then �lters out of Vk the corresponding,unwanted Ritz-vectors. Indeed, if � is chosen as an eigenvalue of Hk, then r3 = 0 and the restarting schemeful�lls condition (a) of Proposition 4.1. In that case, it implements Lemma 4.2. The � can also be chosensuch that the �lter accelerates the convergence of the algorithm in the region of the complex plane that isfocussed. 10



Proposition 4.3 A restarting Algorithm that reduces the size of the subspace Vk+1 with one, can only be apolynomial (of degree one) �lter if the rank of the residual equals one.Proof Due to the correspondence with an Arnoldi or RKS process (Proposition 2.3), a relation withrank(Fk) = 1 can be �ltered while restarting. This is shown in [6, 20]. Inversely, for a rational �lter, givena full rank matrix P 2 Ck�k (set �P = [P � 0]�), and given any vector tk+1 2 Ck+1Vk+1Q = V +k = (�A� �I)�1(A � �I)VkPAVk+1(�Q+ �P ) = Vk+1(�Q � � �P )AVk+1[�Q+ �P tk+1] = Vk+1[(�Q � � �P ) (V �k+1AVk+1tk+1)] + [0 � � �0 P?Vk+1AVk+1tk+1];Thus, rank(Fk) = rank(P?Vk+1Avk+1) = 1. Setting � = 0 and � = 1, gives the result for a polynomial �lter.24.2 Inexact �lteringProposition 4.3 showed that we cannot �lter the subspace using a restarting procedure that decrements thesize of the subspace Vk+1 with one if the rank of the residual is larger than one. However, we can implicitlyapply a �lter, but then we will need to delete more than one vector.Proposition 4.4 Given Vk+p; Hk+p; Fk+p, such that AVk+p = BVk+pHk+p + Fk+p. Suppose that Fk+p =[0 Fp]; Fp 2 Cn�p and rank(Fk+p) = p. If, given a parameter �, the matrix Q1 contains the �rst k columnsof the QR decomposition of Hk+p � �I = [Q1 Q2]R, then H+k = Q�1Hk+pQ1 and V +k = Vk+pQ1 form arestarted relation AV +k = BV +k H+k +G+k ; with rank(G+k ) � p:Moreover, if B is nonsingular, then R �V +k � = R �B�1(A� �B)Vk� :In order to show exactly what happens in an inexact �ltering step, we give a constructive proof. This willmake Algorithm 2 trivial to understand.Proof If we compute a `skinny' QR-factorisation for Fk+pFp = UpTp; U�pUp = I, with Up 2 Cn�p; Tp 2 Cp�pwhere Tp is upper triangular, then we can rewrite (4) as(A� �B)Vk+p = � BVk+p Up � � Hk+p � �I0 Tp � = � BVk+p Up �QR= � Vk+p Up � � Q1 Q20 Q4 � � R1 R20 R4 � ;with R1; Q1 2 Ck+p�k; Q�1Q1 = IR2; Q2 2 Ck+p�p; Q�2Q2 = I; Q�2Q1 = 0R4; R4 2 Cp�p:1. If we delete the last p columns of both sides of the equation, we get the de�nition of V +k(A� �B)Vk = BVk+pQ1R1V +k = Vk+pQ1 = B�1(A� �B)VkR�11 :2. On the other hand, multiplying both sides from the right by Q1(A� �B)Vk+pQ1 = BVk+pQ1 � R1 R2 �Q1 + (BVk+pQ2 + UpQ4) � 0 R4 �Q1(A � �B)V +k = BV +k (H+k � �I) + F+k , with H+k = � R1 R2 �Q1 + �IF+k = (BVk+pQ2 + UpQ4) � 0 R4 �Q1rank(F+k ) � p: 11



2The implicit restart cannot be repeated immediately, because the �rst k�p columns of F+k are not equalto zero. However, the restart can be repeated on the rotated systemAV +k G = V +k G(G�H+k G) + F+k G, with G�G = I = GG� and F+k G = � 0 � � � 0 ? � :Notice that G can be computed from Q1.The results for the inexact �ltering procedure are summarised in the Algorithm 2. We do not need toknow the matrix Tp to compute the restarted equation.Algorithm 2 Inexact �ltering1. Given Fk = [0 � � � 0; ?]; Hk2. Set [ �Hk �Hp] = Hk+p � �I3. Compute Q1, R1 from �Hk = Q1R14. Set R2  Q�1 �Hp5. Compute G from Q16. Set V +k  Vk+pQ1G7. Set H+k  G�[R1 R2]Q1G+ �I4.3 ExampleWe illustrate the use of an implicit �lter for a "-rank conservative solver with an example. The exampleinvolves a generalised eigenvalue problem with a singularB. The matrices come from the simulation of ow ofa viscous uid with free surface on a tilted plane, using a �nite element approach. The size of the eigenvalueproblem Ax = �Bx is n = 536 and the rightmost eigenvalue is computed. The rightmost eigenvalue is equalto � = �9:4883.Since the matrix B is singular, the eigenvalue problem has an in�nite eigenvalue. Approximations of thein�nite eigenvalue will occur in the solution as large, �nite eigenvalues. If such a spurious eigenvalue becomesthe rightmost one, it will mislead the algorithm and the exact solution will not be found. Therefore, we will�lter them out with the inexact �ltering procedure of Algorithm 2.We iterated the OPM algorithm k = 10 times with a starting vector v1 = [1 � � � 1]�=pn and wk =(A � �B)�1Byk, with a shift � = �1. Setting the matrices Kk = (V �k BVk)�1 and Lk = (V �k A � Vk)�1, wecomputed the approximate eigenvalues as the eigenvalues of the small systemL�1k z = �K�1k z:We do not know the matrices Hk or Fk in relation(A � �B)�1BVk = VkHk + Fk;but we can compute Gk from AVkLk = BVkKk +Gk:Setting Hk = Lk(Kk � �Lk)�1 and Fk = (A � �B)�1Gk(Kk � �Lk)�1, will give the input matrices forAlgorithm 2. Indeed, if Gk(Kk � �Lk)�1 has the right form, then Fk will have the same form (we do notneed Fk explicitly). The linear system was solved using GMRES to a tolerance of 10e�6, for the �rst 8 stepsand to a tolerance of 10e�3 for the last 2 steps (since inexact iterative methods converge asymptotically well,it is better to use a higher tolerance at the beginning of the process [5]). The results are shown in Table 2.Implicitly restarting the relation seems not to conict with the convergence. Only when the parameterp { the assumed rank of Gk { is taken too large, some convergence is lost. The quality of the implicit �ltergrows with p, because the neglected part of the residual then becomes smaller. Since there are no eigenvalueswith a positive real part, Ritz values with a positive real part can be considered as spurious eigenvalues.With p = 3, all spurious eigenvalues with a positive real part are �ltered away. The �lter is then appliedwith very good accuracy but some convergence is lost. It should be noted that the accuracy of the �lter isproportional to �p+1. 12



k = 10 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3kr(yk)k 1:1e�7 1:1e�7 8:4e�7 1:3e�5# positive 1 1 2 0kP?V+k�pWk�pk 3:7e�6 1:1e�7 7:6e�9�1 1:2e�3 1:3e�2 5:0e�4 1:6e�2�2 4:4e�6 3:5e�5 1:0e�4 6:2e�5�3 3:0e�7 3:0e�7 3:1e�8 9:9e�7Table 2: Application of the implicit restarting algorithm on an inexact OPM. The �rst column shows theresidual norm of the Ritz-vector, the number of eigenvalues with a positive real part, the error on the implicit�lter (Wk�p = (A��B)�1BVk�p) and the largest singular values of Fk(Kk��Lk)�1. The following columnsshow the same quantities after a restart with an assumed residual rank of p = 1; 2; 3.5 ConclusionsThe set of orthogonal projection methods can be structured following two di�erent criterions. First, there isthe distinction between rank conservative solvers and non rank conservative solvers. Most algorithms known,are rank conservative if they use direct solvers and assume exact arithmetic. Therefore, exact methods canbe considered rank conservative; inexact methods always have a residual with a higher rank. A di�erentpossibility is to distinct the methods by the way they weave their residual into the next iteration vector :if the new vector is chosen in the range of the residual matrix, then we have the Arnoldi type; if a linearsystem with A and B is solved, then it is Davidson type.An orthogonal projection method can always be restarted, implicitly or (more) explicitly. The implicitrestart can often be combined with an implicit �ltering step. The rank of the residual turns out to bedecisive here. Rank conservative methods can be implicitly �ltered, other methods can not. For the Arnolditype methods, this �lter is a polynomial �lter. For Davidson type methods it will be a rational �lter. Theapplication of an implicit �lter depends on an implicit relation that is assumed to be exact. Therefore,the accuracy of this �lter also depends on this relation. "-rank conservative methods will be restarted lessaccurately then `true' rank conservative methods.There is a lot of work that must be done here. In practice, Algorithm 2 is too general to restart a wellstructured algorithm, such as RKS. Di�erent methods have di�erent properties that can be exploited whilerestarting. The implicit �lter can be used to reduce the size of the subspace, and not only to �lter awayspurious eigenvalues. It is not clear whether in that case an explicit �lter could not perform better. It is wellknown that IRA can `fail', due to the forward instability of the QR method that it depends on. Obviously,this possibility must also be taken into account while restarting other methods.AcknowledgementsThe authors are grateful to Karl Meerbergen, who gave the initial impetus to this text.This research was supported by the National Fund for Scienti�c Research (NFWO), project Lanczos,grant #2.0042.93 and by the Human Capital and Mobility project ROLLS of the European Communityunder contract ERBCHRXCT930416.References[1] W.E. Arnoldi. The principle of minimized iterations in the solution of the matrix eigenvalue problem.Quart. Appl. Math., 9:17{29, 1951.[2] M. Crouzeix, B. Philippe, and M. Sadkane. The Davidson method. SIAM J. Sci. Comput., 15:62{76,1994.[3] J.W. Daniel, W.B. Gragg, L. Kaufman, and G.W. Stewart. Reorthogonalization and stable algorithmsfor updating the Gram-Schmidt QR factorization. Math. Comp., 30:772{795, 1976.[4] E.R. Davidson. The iterative calculation of a few of the lowest eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvec-tors of large real-symmetric matrices. J. Comput. Phys., 17:87{94, 1975.13
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We also rely on the fact thatmaxX2Ximinx2Xf�g � maxX2Xi minx2X;x6=tf�g = maxX2Xi;t62Xminx2Xf�g � maxX2Xi�1 minx2Xf�g;i.e. the maximum over a `smaller' set Xi�1 is larger that the maximum over the original set Xi .Proof1. �0i = maxX2Xi minx2X kPFxkkxk � maxX2Xi minx2X kFxkkxk = �i.2. For the p� 1-th singular value, it holds that�0p�1 = minX2Xk�p+2 � maxx2X;kxk=1 kPFxk� � minX2Xk�p+2 � maxx2Xnftg;kxk=1fkPFxkg; kPFtk�� minX2Xk�p+1 � maxx2X;kxk=1 kPFxk; kek� � minf�p; kekg3. Say f = Fh + g and let y = [x� ��]�, where x 2 Ck. We normalise kyk = 1, thus j�j2 = 1 � x�x.There exists a y0 = [x�0 ��0]�, such that x0 + �0h = 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume thatthe � are real and positive. Hence, �20 = 1� x�0x0 � 1 and�00k+1 = minx�x+�2=1 kFx+ f�k = minx�x+�2=1 kF (x+ �h) + �P?F fk� min��0kP?F fk; minx+�h 6=0 kF (x+ �h)k+ �kP?F fk� � �0kP?F fkFor the other singular values, we can write�00i = maxX2Xi minx2X; �kFx+ �fk � maxminx; � kF (x+ �h)k+ �kP?F fk� max�min��0kP?F fk; minx2Xnfhg kF (x+ �h)kkx+ �hk kx+ �hk+ �kP?F fk��� max�min��0kP?F fk; minx2Xnfhg kF (x+ �h)kkx+ �hk � + kP?F fk�� � �i�+ kP?F fk:Finally, �00i � minX maxx; � kFxk+ �kfk � minX max� kFxkkxk p1� �2 + �kfk� max� �ip1� �2 + �kfk:If � = 0, then this value is equal to kfk; if � = 1, then it is �i. The extremum inside the interval [0; 1]is found at �2 = kfk2=(�2i + kfk2). The value of the maximum is then p�2i + kfk2. 2
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